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Critique is an important component of creative work in design education and practice, through which
individuals can solicit advice and obtain feedback on their work. Face-to-face critique in offline settings such
as design studios has been well-documented and theorized. However, little is known about unstructured
distributed critique in online creative communities where people share and critique each other’s work, and
how these practices might resemble or differ from studio critique. In this paper, we use mixed-methods to
examine distributed critique practices in a UX-focused online creative community on Reddit. We found that
distributed critique resembles studio critique categorically, but differs qualitatively. While studio critique
often focuses on depth, distributed critique often revolved around collective sensemaking, through which
creative workers engaged in iteratively interpreting, defining, and refining the artifact and their process. We
discuss the relationship between distributed critique and socio-technical systems and identify implications
for future research. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Critique, “a dialogue in which the interjection of a reasoned opinion about a product or action triggers
further reflection on or changes to the artifact being designed” [21], is central to the creation and
improvement of creative work. Beyond the direct benefit of improving a design artifact under critique, these
discussions also enable designers to extend their domain knowledge [6], allowing them to acquire and
utilize appropriate design methods [19]. Critique is also a reflective and strategic learning process for critics,
improving their skill [15] and ultimately, their repertoire of design knowledge [51].
Critique has historically been studied primarily in physical studio settings where student designers and
critics, including mentors and peers, are collocated [2,4,7,16,52]. Physical collocation yields unique
advantages such as opportunities for structured and spontaneous communication [5,34], efficient exchange
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of information [29], formation of social relationships [8,34], and unique cultural experiences [45,57]. A
surging body of research has also begun to address the study and creation of online platforms that may
complement and extend studio pedagogy by supporting online critique between students and critics who
already know each other offline [11,18,24,50]. Another research strand has examined the design of
crowdsourcing system to solicit structured design feedback from a non-expert crowd [63,64]. Here
“structured” means that the system asks for specific types of feedback such as impressions and goals as
perceived by a crowd worker.
However, little attention has been paid to critique in the wild, such as in online communities that
enthusiasts form around a particular type of creative work, such as photography [48], graphic design [42],
and portfolio design [10]. In such communities, critique is one among many activities that support creative
activity, encouraging dialogue around artifacts and socialization in the community. In this paper, we refer to
this form of critique as distributed critique: a set of critique practices whereby geographically distributed
creators engage in the critique of design artifacts and processes. Distributed critique often takes place
through free form dialogue, where critics write text to describe their assessment of the design work; this
type of critique exists in contrast to structured feedback from crowd feedback systems [63]. We posit that
distributed critique is worthy of close investigation for several reasons. First, quality distributed critique
supports the improvement of creative work, which holds important implications for the professionalization
of creative work and diversity of economic entry points [47]. Second, the proliferation of online creative
communities on different platforms indicates that distributed critique, rather than structured design
feedback, is the primary form of critique in these communities. Third, the proliferation of online creative
communities has already attracted much academic attention in understanding various social issues related
to creative work, such as leadership and collaboration [40], but distributed critique has received less
attention.
In this paper, we examine distributed critique in an online creative community, and compare it with
studio critique, the classic form of critique [16]. We employ a mixed-methods approach in this paper to
investigate critique practices in an online creative community focused on user experience: the
‘/r/userexperience/’ subreddit. The three research questions that structure this paper are: 1) What design
artifacts do community members offer for critique?; 2) How does distributed critique content differ from
studio critique?; and 3) How do discourse practices enable critique and advice-giving to occur in this online
community?
These research questions lead to two primary contributions to the CSCW literature. First, an increased
understanding of how creators build and refine their work through the strength of online creative
community fosters a heightened sense of the complexity and sociality of online creative collaboration.
Second, documentation of discourse practices common in distributed critique, particularly as compared to
traditional studio critique, allows greater understanding of how sociotechnical systems may extend or allow
the reimagination of traditionally collocated interactions.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe and synthesize previous work on studio critique, including common patterns of
collocated critique, a typology of critique relevant to the present study, and recent research that has
identified how online platforms may support distributed critique.

2.1 Studio Critique and its Typology
Studio pedagogy is the dominant means of training professionals in a wide range of design and art
th
disciplines, with historical roots reaching back to 19 century France [14,56,58]. In studio pedagogy, critique
is a central practice, defining patterns of professional communication through discussion and evaluation of
design processes and artifacts [9,44]. While the object of critique varies across design disciplines, its
implementation as a pedagogical function is relatively consistent. Design educators use studio critique as a
formative and summative form of evaluation [2], a means of design discourse [60], and a critical form of
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education that teaches students about professional communication and their future professional practice
[15].
Hokanson proposes four categories of critique [31] that typically occur within studio pedagogy: formal,
seminar/group, desk, and peer critique. Formal critique has the highest level of formality where the
audience consists of students, professors, and/or outside jury members who provide high stakes evaluation
of completed work. In seminar and group critique, students and professors practice design within a
classroom environment, engaging in a formative assessment of their work that is completed or in progress.
Group critiques can be led by instructor or student in various ways, but the presence of instructors might
limit the communicative power of students [4]. Desk critique takes place between a single student and an
instructor usually in a classroom environment where the instructor provides formative assessment of work
in progress. Peer critique describes informal, context-specific interactions among students.
Building on the study of critique practices in a range of design studios, Dannels and Martin have
proposed a typology of critique in studio pedagogy [16]. The typology includes nine genres of feedback.
Definitions for each genre of critique are adapted from [16]:
Judgment: an assessment of quality from the perspective of the critic
Process-Oriented: statement or question regarding the design approach or processes that led to a
design artifact
Brainstorming: statement or question about imagined possibilities or next steps, such as “what-if”
questions
Interpretation: critic telling what they see and how they make sense of the design artifact
Direct Recommendation: providing specific, targeted advice to improve a specific aspect of design
Investigation: non-rhetorical questions about the design or its processes
Free Association: critic’s initial reactions to a design, such as “it looks like…” statements
Comparison: comparison or contrast with an external artifact, concept, or idea
Identity Invoking: reference to student’ identity as a designer in relation to a future professional
community
The above typology is, to our best knowledge, the most influential and comprehensive categorization of
discursive actions in the context of studio critique. It serves as an important basis for the analysis of
distributed critique that appears in text form in the online community under study.

2.2 Crowdsourcing in Design Feedback
HCI researchers and practitioners have historically relied upon crowdsourcing to facilitate the provision of
quality critique in online environments. One important concept that differentiates studio critique and crowd
feedback is the latter’s “structuredness.” Drawing from empirical findings such as photographers hoping to
receive critique from “multiple technical perspectives, such as composition, color, and depth-of-field” [62],
Xu et al. designed a crowdsourcing platform that asked an online crowd to provide critique for a provided
design artifact [63]. A critique task was structured using five forms of feedback, including: elements, first
notice, impressions, goals, and guidelines. These criteria were intended to instruct crowd workers to provide
consistent and useful critiques. The study’s user evaluation found that designers valued the crowd feedback,
and considered the feedback on impressions and goals to be most helpful. However, a later study of the
system showed that such crowd feedback should be considered as “a supplement to expert evaluation rather
than a replacement,” because the range and depth of expert feedback could not be matched by crowd
feedback [64].
Inspired by the use of scaffolding as suggested by constructivist learning theory, recent purpose-built
crowdsourced critique platforms have relied upon highly-structured crowd tasks to provide more guidance
for crowd critics. These approaches to scaffolding could be characterized as “hard” scaffolds, whereas many
scaffolds are more situational and dynamic, or “soft” [55]. Greenberg et al. [27] demonstrated that crowd
workers’ critique can be improved by providing more guidance and examples of high-quality critiquing
criteria. Luther et al. designed a crowdsourcing system in which each task was highly structured with 70
pre-authored critique statements that crowd workers could use to measure and respond to a design artifact
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[41]. Their study found that the feedback from an online crowd with limited design experience had
comparable internal consistency with expert critiques and trended towards approximating expert critiques.
Designers who received crowd feedback considered it to be valuable, claiming to have made substantial
changes to their work; however, third-party ratings found few differences between designers’ initial work
and revised work.
Crowd feedback is an efficient way to generate structured feedback from a potentially large, non-expert
crowd. However, existing crowdsourcing systems have focused primarily on visual design [41,63]. Visual
design can benefit from a crowd feedback system for several reasons. For example, the design work (an
image or a poster) can be easily presented to crowd workers. In addition, perhaps even non-experts can
describe their perceptions and impressions of an image that contain valuable insights. However, other
design disciplines such as architecture, and user experience design in this study, rely upon much expert
knowledge and experience, and may not be easily integrated into a crowd feedback system. Therefore,
practitioners from many other design disciplines still need general-purpose online forums to present their
work and engage with expert practitioners.
Moreover, compared to visual design, UX design includes a more complex temporal and dynamic array
of elements, comprising various elements, contexts, and user interactions [28,33,36]. UX is an emerging,
multi-disciplinary field with no coherent body of knowledge [53], and no consensus exists regarding the
“gold standard” for critiquing UX design artifacts. Frequently, critics rely upon contextual cues and
conventional wisdom to understand the design goal of a particular UX design to provide appropriate
feedback. Given the complexity of UX designs—spanning visual, temporal, and interactive outputs—the
notion of presenting only the final product of UX design and soliciting structured feedback from a nonexpert crowd is perhaps less applicable or useful in this domain of creative work.

2.3 Distributed Critique in Online Creative Community
There is increasing attention to design work that is traditionally viewed at the margin where hobbyists,
amateurs, and professionals engage in collaborative creation, such as hackerspaces [3] and online creative
communities [54]. Various types of online creative work have been examined, such as digital photography
[62], graphic design [42], software customization [12], handicraft [47], and fan creation [20,46]. This
represents a departure from historic research on studio pedagogy where design work is produced, critiqued,
and improved primarily through formal educational training.
Researchers have shown that distributed critique in online creative communities functions as a social
practice, yielding many benefits beyond the improvement of design work. For instance, Marlow and
Dabbish’s study of users from Dribbble, a graphic design community, reported that graphic designers sought
feedback on their work-in-progress for two purposes: the improvement of specific aspects of their work, or
an overall sense of the community’s perception of their work [42]. Xu and Bailey’s study of an online
critique community in the domain of digital photography [62] shows that, compared to studio critique, the
unique benefits of distributed critique include the ability to network with other photographers, build their
own professional reputation, and advertising their professional services.
While existing work describing online creative communities has demonstrated the value of distributed
critique, little attention has been paid to the concrete circumstances and means by which people seek
critique or otherwise center attention on critique practices. In addition, physical design studios and online
creative communities share commonalities in providing a stable social environment. Given the extensive
literature and well-developed theories on studio critique and the scarcity of work on distributed critique in
online creative communities, a comparison between studio critique and distributed critique forms an
essential foundation for connecting to previous work and theorizing distributed critique.

3 ONLINE CREATIVE COMMUNITY FOCUS
In this paper, we focus on creative communities formed and sustained on Reddit. We chose Reddit for
several reasons. First, Reddit is a popular online venue, guaranteeing a substantial user base. Reddit was
th
th
ranked the 4 most visited website in the United States and 15 in the world by the time of writing this
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paper [1]. Second, designed as a social news site, Reddit has 1,064,941 subreddits [49], supporting the
formation, maintenance, and development of online communities of various purposes [30,43], of which
creative communities is one. Third, we chose to focus on a general-purpose creative community, rather than
an online platform designed specifically for critique, because we wanted to understand distributed critique
practice “in the wild” with minimal design intervention inscribed with system designers’ values. We posit
that such understanding of creators’ naturalistic critique practices can provide insights for future critiqueoriented systems.
Through extended observation of a sample of online communities, we identified multiple communities
with relevance to user experience (UX) on Reddit that were both substantial and accessible through a public
API for data collection and analysis. After choosing to focus on Reddit, we used keyword searches and
snowball sampling to identify subreddits (sub-communities on Reddit that have their own set of followers,
posting rules, and social practices) that had a primary or secondary focus on UX. Keywords included
“design,” “usability,” “user experience,” and “user research.” We identified 14 subreddits that had direct
relevance to UX practice. After initial analysis of these subreddits using descriptive statistics, we selected
the /r/userexperience subreddit for focused analysis in this study.
The /r/userexperience subreddit is a vibrant, growing UX community. In the eight months of activity
captured by our data collection, the subreddit had accumulated more threads than all the other UX-related
subreddits combined. Additionally, the community members showed high level of engagement, indicated by
the number of authors and comments. The subreddit also had the largest average number of comments per
post as well as the largest number of distinct authors as compared to similar UX subreddits.
This subreddit supports a vibrant UX community where students, junior designers, and senior designers
socialize and discuss a range of UX-related topics, one of which is distributed critique of others’ UX work,
including software interfaces and websites. Figure 1 shows an example of the critique practices we have
identified. We have paraphrased the conversation to anonymize the design presenter and the critic on the
subreddit.

Fig. 1. Example of distributed critique on Reddit.
In this example, the critic and the design presenter engaged in a conversation about the latter
interlocutor’s design artifact, an ecommerce website. The dialogue between the two interlocutors is
supported by Reddit’s hierarchical structure for threaded discussions. It is important to note that Reddit is
not designed explicitly for online critique, compared to previously studied communities for which critique
was their central mission and design goal [11,41,62]. However, it is clear that these critique practices take
place with significant regularity in this community, and that the threaded structure enables certain kinds of
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critique behavior to occur that may have been impossible in purpose-built systems, where previous research
on crowdsourced critique has been focused.

4 METHOD
4.1 Data Collection
We used PHP and the Reddit API to collect post and comment data from the ‘/r/userexperience’ subreddit,
storing the data in a MySQL database for further analysis. The Reddit API provides several criteria for
retrieving posts (i.e., new, hot, controversial, rising, top), and allows the retrieval of a maximum number of
1
1000 items under each listing . We employed all of these criteria to obtain posts and combined them into
one dataset. The resulting dataset included all the 970 posts and their 6958 associated comments from
January 19, 2016 to August 24, 2016. The criteria of the Reddit API suggest that we have retrieved all the
posts created during this period. The metadata of each post and comment was also captured. For each post,
we recorded the title, author, timestamp, content, shared URL (if applicable), number of comments, and
score. For each comment, we recorded its content, author, timestamp, upvote number, and score. A score is
calculated based on the number of upvotes and downvotes, moderated by anti-spam algorithms [39]. Links
between posts and comments were maintained through a relational key. Within the dataset, we identified
1967 distinct users who had either made a post or a comment; among these people, 610 made at least one
post, while 1743 commented at least once. Post and comment volume was roughly consistent from month to
month, with a slight rise during the last two months of the dataset, indicating steady or seasonal growth.

4.2 Data Analysis
We first performed a content analysis [35] to locate threads where designers shared their work and solicited
critique. Two coders worked on this binary coding process to determine whether a thread was about
critique seeking with acceptable inter-rater reliability (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.81). The two coders then
discussed to resolve disagreements, resulting in a final set of 94 threads with 864 comments. Among these
94 threads, 4 were special as they were created by the subreddit’s moderators inviting all the community
members to share portfolio for critique. Different from the remaining 90 threads, these four threads did not
focus on one UX designer’s one design artifact, but rather captured the requests of many designers as they
shared their portfolio for critique. These threads thus had substantively different social dynamics and
critique styles compared to the remaining 90 critique-seeking threads, where one designer presented a
design artifact (commonly their own work) and requested critique. In addition, these four threads were not
necessarily centered on a critique of UX design, but rather a critique of portfolio artifacts. Because of the
differing nature of these groups of posts, in this paper, we focus only on analyzing the 90 threads, inclusive
of 569 comments (number of comments per thread: avg = 6.32; min = 0; max = 32; std = 5.21). Of these 90
threads, five did not receive any comments.
4.2.1 RQ1: What design artifacts do community members offer for critique? Two coders first read through
these 90 threads to obtain an initial impression of the dataset. This initial impression suggested that
oftentimes designers did not present their final product for critique, compared to what Xu and Bailey found
in the photograph critique community, where participants presented a photo for critique [62]. Rather, they
could present a sketchy UX idea and solicit feedback from the community. This resonates with the
complexity of UX and the variety of acceptable forms of representation spanning low to high fidelity. This
initial understanding inspired us to consider stages of UX design as the most distinct characteristics across
all the presented design artifacts. With this initial understanding, we performed open coding to analyze
artifacts based on what stage of the design lifecycle they represented. The initial inter-rater reliability was
satisfactory (Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.75). We then consolidated our codes to develop a codebook [13], using
both inductive and deductive approaches, to resolve disagreements and consolidate codes into four stages
with distinct characteristics.
1

https://www.reddit.com/dev/api/
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4.2.2 RQ2: How does distributed critique content differ from studio critique? To answer this question, two
coders performed a thematic analysis of the 569 comments using Dannels and Martin’s typology of critique
[16] as an a priori set of codes. Because all the comments were oriented towards assessing a presented
design artifact, we were able to assign a code from the typology in an overwhelming majority of cases.
However, we did identify one new code not already present in the typology, “phatic communication,” to
denote occasions where designers expressed agreement or appreciation that was primarily social in nature
(e.g., “thank you for the feedback.”). It is important to note that a comment might contain multiple
statements, each belonging to a different critique genre. In situations such as this, we assigned multiple
codes, rather than selecting a dominant one, to the comment. Two coders independently coded all the
comments. The inter-rater reliability was acceptable (Krippendorff’s alpha=0.65), We discussed all the
comments one by one to fully resolve all disagreements. We present descriptive statistics regarding
frequencies of forms of critique in the next section.
4.2.3 RQ3: How do discourse practices enable critique and advice-giving? To answer this question, we
further considered the dialogic nature of critique practice, where multiple critiques from multiple critics
interspersed to collectively generate feedback on a design artifact. We explored how one critique type lead
to another in the discourse context. We performed discourse analysis [17] to understand how dialogic
critiques took place in the online creative community.

5 FINDINGS
In this section, we first describe designers’ expectations when they requested critique. We then introduce
our coding of distributed critiques. Finally, we discuss how discourse practices enable critique and advice
giving in the online UX community.

5.1 What Design Artifacts are Presented for Critique?
We found that requests for critique were not constrained to only final design artifacts. Rather, critique
requests happened across the design lifecycle, from early idea to deployed final work. We identified four
stages within which critique requests were distributed: preparation (11 threads, 5.72 comments/thread),
ideation (20 threads, 5.75 comments/thread), work in progress (46 threads, 6.13 comments/thread), and final
work (13 threads, 8.38 comments/thread). Notably, designers often talked about their self-perceived creative
skill while requesting critique.
Preparation denotes the situation where a designer was interested in the UX characteristics of their
project, but lacked relevant expertise and skills to move forward. These participants came to the forum to
seek general advice and critique on how they should proceed. They asked technical questions such as the
following example:

Post title: Do you need separate designs for every Android phone on the market?
Post content: Maybe a dumb question, but if i'm making an app for android do I need a
different iteration for every android phone on the market? Or is there a way to design
responsively? Sorry if dumb question, but I've only done responsive web up till now.
In this example, the creator wanted to understand basic ideas of design for Android phones. The novice
creator admitted their lack of knowledge of UX using language such as “dumb question,” as well as an
explanation of what they have or have not done in the past. Creators also sought feedback on the process of
UX design:

Post title: When is the 'best' time to update your UX?
Post content: I've been building a site myself… would it be best to engage someone now
and work with them to help fix the current site AND make suggestions on my new features,
or would it be best for me to crack on and finish the first version and then give them free
range to change any aspect of the UX design all at once?
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Critic: ASAP always, UX is a process not a tick box. It occurs throughout the whole product
lifecycle. Get a UX guy now and keep them!
Poster: Thanks. …I'm utterly incompetent when it comes to designing one myself.

In this example, the poster asked about the timing and coordination of creative collaboration on the UX of
their website. The poster later said that they were “utterly incompetent” in design.
Ideation includes situations where designers sought inspiration for a specific project that was already
underway. We found two general types of questions regarding ideation. First, a large portion came from
students who wanted to launch a career in UX but lacked the essential knowledge to determine how to start.
They thus came to the forum to seek inspiration for a proper project that suited their nascent UX capacity. An
example question is: “I'm currently searching for a topic for my bachelor thesis. What do you guys [think] would
be interesting to write about?” Another type of ideation question came from UX professionals who wanted to
resolve a specific problem, and were seeking concrete suggestions or examples of how they might proceed.
Here is an example:

Post title: Ecommerce Inspiration help :)
Post content: I'm right now doing some minor research on ecommerce homepages with…
Examples here are Amazon or Ikea and so on… Maybe you guys have some good examples to
inspire me?
Work in progress refers to instances where UX creators, often professionals working in commercial
companies, encountered an issue with a specific feature or element in an in-progress artifact. They visited the
forum to seek ideas or advice in order to better understand the problem and find a proper solution. Here is an
example:

Post title: Why did (ecommerce) registration rate go down at checkout when we tested social
login buttons?
Post content: I work for a small ecommerce site and a bit ago we tested social login buttons
for account creation… we did a test where we had a "create with Facebook" buttons on the
page above that password box... At the end of the test period we saw dramatic increases in the
registration rates on our "add to wish list" user flow, but on the confirmation page we saw a
big drop off in registration… Why are people clicking the "login" or "create with facebook" on
the wish list flow but on the order confirmation page it's making less people register.
In this example, the UX professional encountered a tricky problem in their work. They asked the
community for insights on the possible causes of this problem.
Final work includes instances where creators presented final artifacts to be critiqued. These instances were
often created by designers looking for general feedback on the overall user experience of their design. An
example is “Beginner: Can someone give me their opinions about my web design? I want to make it more user
friendly.” The designer shared a link to their website, requesting a UX-focused critique of an existing technical
artifact.
5.1.1 Summary. The four stages have distinct characteristics when compared with one another. In the
preparation category, all the design presenters exhibited little to no UX knowledge when describing their
design context, and sought general recommendations about UX knowledge, tools, or methods from the
community. In the ideation category, design presenters exhibited understandings of UX and sought for
feedback upon a specific idea. In the work-in-progress category, the design artifacts were incomplete but could
benefit from distributed critique. The final work category refers to situations where design artifacts were
complete.

5.2 What is the Content of Distributed Critique?
We coded all 569 comments from artifact-focused critique threads into nine “genres” of critique indicated by
the Dannels and Martin typology (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Categorization of distributed critique, informed by the typology by Dannels and Martin
(Combined percentages might be larger than 100% because one comment could contain multiple
types of critique, such as judgment + interpretation + brainstorming.).
Type

Sub-types and examples

Judgment
16%

Expressing initial feelings: I love your initial ‘Stages, goals and conversion events’ image
Commenting on one detail: I found the organization of your document confusing
Expressing agreement with others: I see. I tend to agree with a lot of /u/jlmainguy’s feedback
Listing steps: For my master thesis I tried to find ways to design for positive emotions
(confidence, excitement, pride, ...) in mobile apps. I did some interviews, built an app, design
workshop to brainstorm ideas, evaluation interviews and so on.
Stressing the importance of user testing: But the only way to know for sure is to test it out!
Design change: Crazy idea: use the scan as a bg and transparent text overtop to allow find, copy
etc. Would be a pain to align though.
New UX concept: Also NUX... as a term, so you might consider that instead of First Time User
Experience.
User-related: Customers can be generally happy with inconsistency across parts of a product.
Design-related: It may be selected by an algorithm but it makes the selection seem more
meaningful
Creator-related: The reason why you can’t tell which color to use is because you haven’t figured
out the correct task to solve.
Suggesting specific design: Heat map might work, dark where there are no point, red where the
point are tightly packed.
Criticizing specific design: Standard UX best practice is to NEVER use a drop down for
something with only 2 options.
User-related: What do you mean the blind user will have to navigate all the way back to it to
check out?
Creator-related: OP, Can you give us a little more details? Are you a/the programmer?
Design-related: Can you post a pic of the problem scatter plots?
Tool-related: Which design/template are you using?
Design feature: yeah exactly! They look like nav buttons until u click on them and get confused
😃
Popular product: So, indeed, it does seem like Google is just turning shit on its head for the sake
of exploration.
Tool: Google material design is almost always in a state of flux and it’ll be interesting if this
stylistic change sticks.
Creative knowledge: I think you might need a [skip link](http://webaim.org/techniques/skipnav).
Similar product: MailChimp does an even better job of this on
mobile](https://login.mailchimp.com/signup).
Creator: A friend of mine worked on a play with a human actor and a robot arm.
Self-disclosure: I am a designer first, a “light” developer after, not a programmer at all but…
Sense of relatedness to the community: That’s no problem, it’s about the practice and the
community.
Holy shit! Thanks dude, what a great response!

Process
26%

Brainstorming
14%

Interpretation
41%

Direct Rec.
21%

Investigation
17%

Free
Assoc.
4%

Comparison
19%

Identity
Invoking
(5%)
Phatic (4%)

Table 1 also shows frequencies for each type of distributed critique in the community. While the
typology of distributed critique generally resembles that of studio critique, the distribution of each critique
type is strikingly different. For example, the largest portion (41%) of distributed critique concerns
interpretation, which concerns how critics attempted to make sense of a design artifact. In studio critique
[16], interpretation, together with brainstorming, investigation, and process-oriented, were also among the
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most frequent categories in upper-level studios. However, the percentage of interpretation (12.4%) was still
significantly lower than in distributed critique. Dannels and Martin noted that these four categories indicate
a more collaborative relationship between design presenters and critics, and that the design presenter acts
as a more active agent and independent thinker [16]. In this regard, our findings about the strong presence
of interpretation indicates that the online community supported a more equal, collaborative, and interactive
critique environment that allowed design presenters to develop their own thoughts about their design,
compared to studios where power disparity between student designers and critics are often present [2]. In
addition, in the online community, design presenters and critics were unfamiliar with each other’s expertise
and knowledge, compared to the relationship between students and teachers in studios. Therefore, design
presenters and critics both needed to put more effort in collectively developing a sound interpretation of the
presented design.
We further use a bar chart to show the distribution of critiques across the four stages (see Figure 2).

Fig.2. Distribution of Critique Genres across Four Stages.
We combined observation of the bar chart, content analysis of critiques, as well as statistical tests to
discuss the relationship between distributed critique and the maturity of the creative work being critiqued.
To give a “judgment” critique, the critic needed to witness the design idea or artifact. The percentage of
judgement was the lowest (9.52%) in preparation, possibly because during this earliest stage, design
presenters only showed their design intentions, containing little unique quality that can be assessed.
However, in the latter three stages, the percentage of judgment increased over 16%, suggesting that the
community found it easier to evaluate a more concrete object, judging its quality and providing targeted
advice. The negative correlation between judgment percentage per stage and an expected distribution that
assumes an even distribution across all the critique genres supports this observation (Pearson correlation
coefficient of r = -0.60). Process-oriented critique appeared more often (39.68%) in preparation, and became
less frequent (<30%) across the rest three types of expectations, as laypersons and junior UX practitioners
often had little UX expertise and sought general feedback on the procedures of conducting UX design. Such
distribution of process-oriented is weakly correlated with expectation (r = 0.28). In a similar vein, direct
recommendation was the lowest (9.52%) in the preparation stage, since critics were unlikely to be able to
provide concrete suggestions when design presenters only had a vague idea about their design. Such
distribution of process-oriented is weakly correlated with expectation (r = -0.37). Brainstorming was most
frequent (18.18%) in critique of work in progress, because the presentation of work in progress often
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indicates situations where the design presenters encountered specific design issues or challenges. They
needed other community members to help brainstorm possible explanations and next steps.
Importantly, interpretation was a dominant critique type across all the four categories of critique
requests, with 41.27% in preparation, 29.06% in ideation, 47.27% in work-in-progress, and 38.1% in final
product. The strong presence of interpretation across all stages indicates that the online community enabled
both design presenters and critics to actively interpret the presented work. Both brainstorming and
interpretation are strongly correlated with the expected distribution (r = 0.79, r=0.93). Comparison dropped
to (13.33%) at the stage of final work, possibly because final work is more specific than artifacts at the other
three stages, and critics might find more difficult to draw comparison between a more specific artifact with
an external concept or artifact (r = 0.06). Percentages of identity invoking behavior dropped sharply from
above 10% to below 3%. We suggest that this is because the first two types of critique requests (preparation
and ideation) were generally raised by student designers and people from non-UX disciplines, such as an
Android developer asking for advice on UX improvement. These individuals were peripheral members of
the online community, yet the community welcomed them by frequently referring to their shared identity
as a UX designer and a shared sense of community, resulting in more identity invoking type of critique.
Interestingly, while this type of critique was proposed by Dannels and Martin in the initial typology, the
rate of use in this community is double what was documented in a design classroom environment (2.5% in
the original study v. 5% in this study). This is likely due to the broad participation evident in this online
community, where a more homogenous group would be typical in a design studio course. We do not further
discuss the distribution of investigation, free association, and phatic communication because their
distributions did not show substantial variance across the four stages.
We performed further analysis of the sequential relationship between different critique types. For each
conversation between a creator and a critic, they engaged in a dialogue with each other to produce critiques.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of critique across all the replies. The number over each column is the total of
all types of critiques at a time of reply. Notably, the majority of replies took place in the first five times (546
out of the 560, or 97.5%).
We found that the total amount of critiques given by critics decreased from the first time to the ninth
time. The majority of critiques (n=474) took place during the first reply where a critic replied to a post. This
is different from studio critique where conversations between students, or between students and instructors,
are generally long in duration and could contain tens of replies [23]. This is possibly due to the nature of
asynchronous communication on online platforms, where people are less likely to follow up on a
conversation.
As Figure 3 shows, all types of critiques dropped sharply in the first few times of replies. However, the
point where the frequency began to drop differed across different types. Keep in mind that the first reply
usually came from a critic while the second was generally the response from the design presenter. Several
types of critiques dropped much more sharply than halving immediately after the first reply, including
process-oriented (8230), brainstorming (5012), direct recommendation (8014), free association (134),
and comparison (6618). We suggest that this is possibly because these critiques represented either
statements from creators who were more senior and provided rich advice, or opinions that critics directly
derived from their first impression. The creators themselves were less likely to make these types of critique
in relation to their own artifacts. Judgment only started to drop after the second turn, indicating that the
design presenter might make judgments towards their design immediately after reading the first critique.
Phatic communication only appeared in the second turn, which was reasonable as the design presenter
expressed appreciation to the first critic.
Interestingly, interpretation and investigation had the most occurrences during these early replies. Both the
design presenters and the critics frequently inquired about and communicated their own understandings of the
design artifact. This suggests that even the presenter may not fully understand all aspects of their artifact when
presenting it. Rather, the presenter and critics engaged in collective sense-making [61] to develop new or more
complete understandings of the design artifact being critiqued.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of critiques by type and replies.

5.3 How Did Discourse Practices Enable Critique?
In this subsection, we further describe how dialogic critique took place in the community. Our discourse
analysis of all critique conversations suggested that, in each conversation, a creator and a critic took turns to
speak, and each interlocutor spoke to address the last statement or question raised by previous interlocutors.
We posit that it is meaningful to examine how one type of critique from one person invoked another type of
critique from another person. Why is distributed critique in this community focused so much on
interpretation? We explored the discourse practices using two examples that cover the most frequent patterns
of critique development (investigation  interpretation, interpretation  interpretation, direct
recommendation  interpretation, and process-oriented  interpretation).
5.3.1 Example 1: Investigation -> Interpretation -> Interpretation. This example contains a conversation
between one creator and one critic. The critique dialogue spanned three turns to investigate the creative work
in question.

Post title: How to accommodate e-commerce for blind users? Specifically the checkout
button...
Post content: I’m facing a design challenge right now – the checkout button on a site is a
shopping cart icon located in the header. A user that is using a screen reader would have to
navigate all the way back to it – in order to checkout. Aside from putting checkout buttons
everywhere (which cannibalize the shopping cart icon in the header, and also just comes
across as tacky/pushy) how can we ensure blind users have a quick path to checkout? Any
ideas or resources would be appreciated!
Critic: What do you mean the blind user will have to navigate all the way back to it to check
out?
Poster: Since the checkout icon is in the header – and the item they’ve added is in the body,
theyd have to navigate (using an audio interface) back to the header, in order to locate the
checkout button - which is actually inside an overlay/fly out/drawer - that opens when you
select the shopping cart icon (think amazon).
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Critic: Do users check out from a list view (i.e. Add a bunch of items at once, and check out)
Or from a product page (I.e. Add one item at a time)? I imagine it's the latter. Why can't you
have a "proceed to checkout" button on the product pages?
In this example, the creator described a challenge they faced in designing the checkout button on an ecommerce website. Clearly, the critic found that the creator did not give sufficient information about the work,
and used user-related investigation to seek more information from the creator. The question pushed the creator
to perform more interpretation of their design goal, detailing the steps that a user would take to locate the
checkout button. Such interpretation propelled the critic to perform more interpretation of the interface where
users checked out on. The utterance, “I imagine it’s the latter,” indicates that such interpretation allowed the
critic to finally understand the problem the creator attempted to solve. The critic then proceeded to give a
design suggestion.
5.3.2 Example 2: Interpretation + Direct Recommendation + Process-oriented -> Interpretation. The
conversation took place between a creator and a critic. They used various types of critique to exchange
information and ideas about users’ reading patterns.

Post title: Get users to read | signup form @ physical location
Post content: Hey! We run a VR lounge in Vienna. So basically a bar where you can use
virtual reality equipment…. This is displayed on two giant tablets at a part of the bar… when
the signup button is pressed, this screen appears… the problems: - people dont figure out that
they have to scroll (the fold is somewhere in the warning text, so its obvious that it
continues)…
I mean, I though it was quite simple and with short easy to understand descriptions... Your
take on this? Plz halp.
Critic: A couple of things:
* As /u/vcarl said, people don't read. So you'll need to...
* Put things in steps. Make them each exactly one screen tall and one screen wide.
* We have a term we use, among coding friends: "whack-a-mole buttons". Make buttons so
big, you could use a rubber mallet on the touch-screen, and it'd be accurate enough to actuate
the button.
* If at all possible, don't make them log in after they sign up. Many use cases will require a
log-in action, but if at all possible, try to do away with the create account -&gt; validate
account -&gt; log into the account I just created and validated loop. That last step is just silly
and extraneous.
Would love to be able to head to Vienna to see it in person.
Poster: thank you for your reply. * My first version was based on steps, which resulted in four
individual screens with giant "NEXT" buttons. But somehow people didnt know what to do… *
I dont know if it is visible in the screenshot, but the smallest button (mr/mrs) is as big as the
thumb * I dont think I understand what you mean. After "create account" the user is done.
What do you mean with validate and log in? Jeah, come visit if you can :)
In this example, the creator described a specific difficulty with users. The critic employed a variety of
critique types to help the poster. The critic used interpretation to explain people’s common behavior (i.e., “they
don’t read”), direct recommendation to suggest the appropriate size of the tablets, and process-oriented critique to
highlight the processes that users might take to use the artifact. The creator thanked the critic, and also
responded with their own interpretation of their design thoughts. The creator additionally employed
investigation to get more information from the critic.
It is also notable that the critic and the poster both ended their comment with a friendly tone. Such an
ending note was common in many of the creator-critic conversations.
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6 DISCUSSION
We have reported a study of distributed critique in an online creative community. From our analysis, it appears
that the community is open to creators with diverse backgrounds and expertise, with responses to critique
requests at all stages of the design lifecycle. Creators seemed rather unconstrained in admitting their
inexperience and sought feedback in a variety of ways. This creative community on Reddit is quite different
from some other online creative communities, such as Dribbble where graphic designers once considered the
Dribbble membership a demonstration of their high-level professional skill [42], and thus valued the exclusion
of novice designers or otherwise constrained participation.
We found both commonalities and differences between distributed critique and studio critique. We showed
that the typology of critique in this online creative community could resemble that of studio critique, building a
conversation between research on distributed critique enabled by digital technologies and extensive
scholarship on studio critique in face-to-face settings. However, distributed critique also differs from studio
critique qualitatively. In distributed critique [16], the critic often already had a good understanding of the
creator’s background, expertise, and design and could quickly move to brainstorming and process-oriented
genres, which Dannels and Martin considered higher-level, higher-quality forms of critique. However, we have
shown from multiple angles how interpretation became the dominant genre of distributed critique in the
community. Another difference between studio critique and distributed critique is the limited contextual
information that creators provided when seeking critique, such as what the artifact was meant to achieve and
the targeted users. Often, creators later provided such information to amend critics’ interpretation, as the two
examples in the third finding section shows. This lack of context is different from many design studios, where
students and critics would likely already share an understanding of the design task.
Unlike critique-focused online creative communities or crowd feedback platforms [41,62] that tend to
structure critique requests and the provision of feedback, this community was not explicitly designed for
critique, and people raised critique requests in free-form ways that were not highly differentiated from other
types of discussions. A UX designer could write a simple sentence about their goal to improve the UX of a
product, and thereby solicit feedback. They could also use many texts and links to their product websites to
give as much information as possible as a means of seeking expert critique. Reddit’s interface thus supported
various forms of critique requests that would be difficult to accommodate in a crowd feedback system. In
addition, the subreddit community included both non-expert UX practitioners as well as senior UX designers
that claimed decades of experiences in the industry. The latter’s feedback drew from their high expertise and
deep understanding of the field, which a crowd feedback system would be unlikely to provide. Given the
diversity of design disciplines, we argue that distributed critique in their relevant creative communities will
remain a popular form of critique worthy of investigation.
Newcomers to the community might be inexperienced in efficiently seeking help. If a design presenter
provided insufficient information, the critics needed to dialogue with the creator to unearth more information
to contextualize the original post. Without knowing much about the creator’s expertise, background, and
design, the critics substantively engaged in making sense of the creative work, as well as the creator themself.
In the meantime, design presenters did not passively receive critique from critics. They needed to exert
creativity and agency in distributed critique too, by asking critics questions, interpreting critics’ opinions, and
developing deeper understandings of their own design. Therefore, interpretation and sensemaking were core
activities for both design presenters and critics.
Drawing from organizational studies, Karl Weick defined sensemaking as “placement of items into
frameworks, comprehending, redressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in pursuit of mutual
understanding, and patterning” [61]. The perspective of collective sensemaking is highly relevant here to
understanding the nature of distributed critique. Interpretation is the behavior that critics used to work
through all the available information about the design artifact and its meaning, and develop their own
interpretation. Investigation is a direct form of information seeking and often led to further interpretation.
Through multiple rounds of social interactions, design presenters and critics accumulated information about
the presented design and established mutual understanding of the design. Different from previous work’s focus
on providing “good feedback,” our study draws from the lens of collective sensemaking to show that
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distributed critique is a social process through which design presenters and critics worked together to develop
feedback and possible solutions.

6.1 Distributed Critique as Dialogue
Previous work on critique in online spaces has frequently examined critique practices as a one-time effort
where a presenter offered a design artifact for evaluation and critics gave feedback on it [41], stressing the role
disparity between design presenters and critics. While this structure is relevant for certain types of evaluation,
it is substantively different from the socially-intertwined critique common in physical studio environments,
and fails to account for social motivations for critique involvement in online communities. Our study suggests
that designers who offered their work for evaluation in the community did not merely passively receive
feedback from critics, nor did they only use phatic communication that conveyed little meaning and added little
new content to the conversation. Instead, critique instigators also utilized all the types of critique such as
asking critics questions, judging the quality of and interpreting their artifacts for others, brainstorming
alternative scenarios, comparing the artifacts to other existing products and concepts, and invoking their
identity as a member of the creative community. A conversation was able to be sustained because both sides
not only contributed new content, but also showed passion and engagement for the topic.
Each critique statement did not exist in isolation, but was rather highly contextual, building on a developing
and mutual understanding between design presenters and critics, as well as their collectively formed
interpretation of the artifact throughout the thread. For instance, a critique occurring at the ninth reply within
a thread would make little sense as the first reply. A critique statement was based on not only the design
artifact presented in the initial thread, but also all of the preceding critiques.
We stress the importance of viewing distributed critique as developing dialogue in which design presenters
and critics have an equal role in making sense of a design artifact. In this view, a design artifact can be as
abstract and vague as a preliminary intention of improving the UX of a product, or as concrete as the
completed interface for a mobile application. As dialogues developed, the design artifact could change as well.
For example, if the design presenter began with by thinking of a new product feature, this thought might be
refined or even replaced with an entirely new idea. By viewing distributed critique as a socially-situated
dialogue, we are able to see the dynamic, evolving nature of designerly conversations.

6.2 Distributed Critique as Social Learning
We also observed distributed critique as a site of social learning, where creative knowledge was shared about
the specific design artifact. For example, designers shared new UX concepts and tools (e.g., “Look up lean
startup machine. Companies want to see validation and research somewhere, the methods used in lean are
worth checking out.”), pointed to important books (e.g., “If you don't know the UX process and methodology
yet, I highly recommend reading the following books”), and cited widely accepted design principles (e.g., “You
are violating the UX principle of utility”). This finding resonates with prior research in other disciplinary
contexts that suggests that oral communication activities are not simply performative, but actually intimately
connected to disciplinary knowledge construction and the sustainment of expertise [15].
In the field of UX where there is a gap between research and practice [22,25,53] and there is an
acknowledged lack of a coherent body of disciplinary knowledge [59], designers appear to rely heavily on
interactions with other designers to learn new concepts and concretize others [26]. Online communities aid the
formation of communities of practice where UX designers, both junior and senior, engage in design practices.
We observed that distributed critique is one such critical practice through which rich UX knowledge is shared
and learned by designers. However, more research is needed to understand how these communities of practices
form and function in sustaining disciplinary knowledge and professional identity.

6.3 Designing Socio-technical Systems to Support Distributed Critique
We studied an online community that was not explicitly designed for online critique, but yet distributed
critique naturally emerged as an important and valued practice. Hence, our findings are different from previous
studies of online critique practices that were artifact-bound or largely transactional in nature. Perhaps
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paradoxically, the critique practices that emerged in this online subreddit community exhibited more similarity
with physical critique environments than other systems that had been purpose-built to support specific types
of critique practices (e.g., evaluation of final artifacts) [41,63]. While these purposely-built systems address
critique in a highly structured, evaluative framing, what is often lost is the socializing and dialogic
characteristics of critique which appear to be the essence of design communication. This tension highlights the
importance of deeply understanding collocated practices, ensuring that systems are built not only with
outcomes in mind, but also the space for situated social practices that foster these outcomes and reflect the
richness of collocated interactions.
The social dimension of interaction has been long considered as an important motivator to online
participation [37,38]. In this study, we found that two types of critique, namely identity invoking and phatic
communication, supported identity construction and expression of gratitude that are potentially helpful for the
formation of social bonding between design presenters and critics. In contrast, the classic crowdsourcing
approach relied upon in previous work, while likely relevant for certain use cases such as visual design, has
been criticized for instrumentalizing crowd workers and rendering their work invisible [32]. To account for
such critical perspectives of online activity, we point to the importance of prioritizing the construction and
sustainment of social interactions in creative communities, and understanding not only the technical
mechanisms that encourage quality outputs to occur, but also the sociality that enables such interactions to be
broached and sustained.
In keeping with the previous research that has noted the weaknesses of online communities focused on
critique that do not account for social dimensions of use (e.g., Conanan and Pinkard’s identification of rigid
dialogue structure [11]), we call for more attention to the dialogic nature of distributed critique, creating more
opportunities for interlocutors to engage in deep conversations that have relevance to the development of
design artifacts, while also enabling the consolidation of disciplinary knowledge.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described an exploratory study of distributed critique in a vibrant online creative
community using a mixed-methods approach. We have revealed the complex interplay between presented
design artifacts and the community’s response. We identified both commonalities and differences between
studio critique and distributed critique. We discuss how these critique practices illustrate the value of collective
sense-making and social learning, and provide deeper understanding of how socio-technical systems may
better support distributed critique. Using a mixed-methods approach, the study contributes to a fuller
theorization of distributed critique in online design communities, while also deepening our understanding of
the complexity of online creative practice.
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